., ω p (q)) e
This mapping, known as the Noethβr mapping [1] , is an analytic homeomorphism of & into P ? ,_ 1 (C r ) if p > 2 and & is not hyperelliptic.
(The mapping appears to depend on the basis ω u , ω p of differentials of the first kind chosen on ^?; but if to any change of the basis ω u , ω p we introduce the cogredient change of coordinates in P 9^( C) y the mapping is even unique!)
Now let & be a (p + l)-ply connected plane domain bounded by p + 1 analytic Jordan curves C o , C ly , C p , and let & be its double [3] . Then & is a compact Riemann surface of genus p. Let ω lf , ω p be a basis of Schottky (or "real") differentials on &. This basis has a natural (and unique) extension to a basis of differentials of the first kind on ^ and thereby defines an analytic mapping of & (and therefore 2&) into P P _ X {C). Since the ratios of the ω s are real on the boundary curves C k , the images c^k of these curves under v lie in P^R), the real projective space. If & is nonhyperelliptic, the c^k are mutually disjoint, since v is a homeomorphism. That & intersects P P^{ C) in this manner discloses an interesting property of Riemann surfaces which are the doubles of plane domains. It is a property not shared by all closed Riemann surfaces, for some of them have images under the Noether map which do not even intersect Pp-iiR) at all. In fact, we are going to show that this intersection property is almost completely characteristic of those Riemann surfaces which are the doubles of plane domains.
In order to state the assertion precisely, we make the following definition: DEFINITION , ω p of differentials of the first kind on & such that the image &» of ^ξ> under the Noether map v defined by this basis, intersects F JJ _ 1 (iί) in p + 1 mutually disjoint Jordan curves.
We can now introduce our assertion as a theorem. THEOREM 
The Riemann surface & is nonhy per elliptic and the double of a plane domain if and only if it has the property Π ί%
In order to prove Theorem 1 we first prove several lemmas which are of some interest in themselves and which, in fact, contain information beyond that necessary to prove Theorem 1.
On each P, Λ (C) there is a natural antianalytic involution
defined by *C = (Ci, , ζ* + i), where ζ -(ζ 1? ..., ζ w+ι ) .
If έ% c P n (C) is a Riemann surface which is a complex analytic submanifold of P n (C), and if we denote its image under the mapping * by *^, then *^ is an antianalytic submanifold of P n (C). In any case, we can consider P n (C) as a 2^-dimensional real analytic manifold and with respect to this real structure both έ% and %& are real analytic submanifolds of P n (C). As real analytic submanifolds of an analytic manifold, if & and *^? coincide in a neighborhood of any common point, they must coincide globally. This follows from the uniqueness of analytic continuation; for if & and *,^ coincide in a neighborhood of some point, there is a neighborhood of that point in which both submanifolds can be defined (locally) by the same analytic equations. But each manifold is defined globally by analytic continuations of these equations.
We can now make the following assertion: Proof, Since P n {R) remains pointwise fixed under *, the hypotheses of the lemma imply that έ% must contain an analytic arc ^ which remains pointwise fixed under *. Let q o e & and z be a local uniformizing parameter defined in a neighborhood U o of q 0 so that z: U o -•» C, z(q Q ) = 0 and z maps if Π U Q into the real axis in C. (We can choose U o small enough so that this is possible.) Next, choose ε so small that the disc E 9 = {z:\z\ < e} is mapped into ί7 0 by z~x (note: z" 1 denotes the inverse mapping of the uniformizer z, not the quantity 1/z). Let U{ denote its image, i.e., U£ = z~\E z ). As qe & ranges over Uί, its coordinates (ζ u , ζ w+1 ) in P n (C) are given by analytic functions 9>iθs(ci)), i.e., ζj = φ 3 -(z) describes the (inclusion) mapping of Uό into P n (C). Since φ ά (z) is analytic and real for z real, we have
Therefore * maps Uί onto itself. But this means that Uί is also a neighborhood on *^? therefore %& must coincide with έ% (as a subset of P n (C)). This proves the lemma.
Let <% be a surface (not necessarily compact, analytic, or even orientable) and let C o? , C t be a collection of mutually disjoint Jordan curves on & such that the entire collection separates ^ but no proper subcollection of the curves has this property. We call such a collection of Jordan curves a minimal separating set of Jordan curves on ^E We can now make the following assertion. LEMMA 
// C o , •••, C t is a minimal separating set of Jordan curves on &, then it separates & into exactly two connected components.

Proof. Let &l=& -\JC k and let
Then by hypothesis J?t~i i s connected and
Suppose that £/\ has at least three connected components; we may write But this contradicts the assumption that J5t~i is connected. Therefore S^i must consist of at most two components. Since S^i is not connected, it must have exactly two components. This proves the lemma.
We next prove the following lemma. 1 and ^' is connected, *SS" c ^". Likewise *^r' c ^\ Therefore (since *(^' U ^r / ) = ^' U ^") we have *^' = " and %Sf" = ^'. Since we assumed ϊ < m, ^m must be contained either in ά* r or £f", say ^'. But C m remains pointwise fixed under *. Therefore C m c #J5^' = ^", which contradicts the assumption that S^r and S^" are disjoint. Therefore I -m and the lemma is proved.
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. First we note that if & is hyperelliptic, then ^ is of genus zero so that any Jordan curve on .^ separates it. Therefore, by Lemma 3, & v cannot meet P^^C) in p + 1 Jordan curves. Hence if ^ has property Π u then it is not hyperelliptic. Next we note that since & u is a compact orientable surface of genus p, any p + 1 mutually disjoint Jordan curves separate it. By Lemma 2 iί -lK=o ^ = ^' U <5^", where ^' and £f" are connected, disjoint from one another and HCP" = ^" and >κ^" = ^'. We can see that cf is homeomorphic to a plane domain as follows: since ^ is homeomorphic to a sphere with p handles, we can choose the handles so that ^, •••, ^ lie on separate handles. Removal of ^, •••, ^, from & υ leaves us with a surface which is homeomorphίc to a sphere with 2p holes cut in it. Removal of ^0 from this residual surface leaves us with exactly two pieces (which are homeomorphic to one another under *). Each of these pieces is topologically equivalent to a plane domain bounded by p + 1 Jordan curves. We could now appeal to the uniformization theorem of Koebe [2, p. 474 ], but we can also sketch an argument here to complete the proof. Let dt(q; q 0 ) denote a simple Abelian differential of the second kind on &; it has a single pole of order two at q 0 and is regular otherwise. We may also choose ί(q; q 0 ) so that its periods around C u •••, C p are all zero. Since -C o is homologous to C u , C p , the period of t(q; q 0 ) is also zero around C o . The antianalytic involution * on & v induces an antianalytic involution, which we also denote by *, on ^E Clearly, <Z£(*q; *q 0 ) = dt(q; q 0 ). Now choose q 0 on one of the fixed curves C k , say C o . Then *q 0 = q 0 . Therefore if q lies on any of the C k , we have *q = q so <Z£(*q; *q 0 ) = dt(q; q 0 ) = dt(q; q 0 ), thus we see that dt(q; q 0 ) is real on each of the C k .
Let is single valued and regular on & + . Also its imaginary part is constant on each C k (and zero on C o ) so we can apply the argument principle to see that t(q; q 0 ) is univalent in &~v. It thus maps ^+ conformally on to a domain which is the complement of p + 1 slits which are parallel to the real axis (one of the slits passing through oo). This type of domain we know is conformally equivalent to one bounded by p + 1 Jordan curves. (In fact, even equivalent to one bounded by p + 1 circles [4] -) This completes the proof of the theorem.
We now consider the hyperelliptic case. Suppose the double & of the plane domain & is hyperelliptic. The Noether mapping v still exists although it is not one-to-one in this case. The image & v is, in this case, a nonsingular rational curve in P P _ 1 (C). However, instead of using linear differentials to define we can use quadratic differentials to define This mapping gives an analytic homeomorphism in all cases where p > 2, hyperelliptic or not. In the case p = 2 the image ,£^ is again a rational (plane) curve.
For the case p -2 we must take cubic differentials which will then define The case p = 1 cannot be handled by this method at all; but we can deal with it easily in another (known) manner by using the (one) modulus of the curve. For p = 0 there is no problem to consider.
Returning now to the mapping μ, we make the following definition. DEFINITION The proof of Theorem 2 is exactly like that of Theorem 1. Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 made no use of the dimension of P n (C), or of any particular mapping of & into P n (C), they only required that & r (the image of &) should be a complex analytic subvariety of P n (C).
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